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Location information management system 

 

 

 

Tracking vehicles or employees from mobile devices with built-in GPS. The application provides distance 

and track progress on a map, which can be accessed, from a web browser.

 

Ideal for: 

 

- Public transportation 

- Logistics/ Courier Services 

- Location information for salespeople working outside the office 

- Sales fleet vehicles 

- Event organizers 

 

-Cut costs by paying for the same mobile phone cellular data and signal. No need of paying 2 

separate services 

-Locate employees or vehicles from any computer at any time 

-Track traced points on live 

-Predict possible delays and notify clients in advance 

-See and confirm simultaneously as the vehicle/employee moves along the set traced points 

 

 

Strengthen your sales force: 

-Want to see if the vehicle is moving accordingly to the traced route and time? Want to see the speed, 

which the vehicle is operating? Want to see the internal temperature of the vehicle? Want to see the 

current location? 

-Departure and arrival time set features can be set from the driver. This gives the possibility of 

verifying time and delivery routes. 

-For public transportation companies, it is possible to verify the location and operation of the whole 

fleet within the same batch 

 

* Booking system is available as an add-on  

 

 

 

 

 

We can adapt our platform to your business needs. Do not hesitate in contacting us. 

 

   

 

 

 

Contact 

Breathbit, Japan 

Phone number: +81-45-730-1656  E-mail address: tg-bb@breathbit.co.jp 

 

Functionality

Benefits

Usage for diverse applications
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Smartphone App

From a determined 

group, registered 

users are displayed 

according to their 

current location , 

distance, and 

speed. 

 

Administrators 

can edit or specify 

which users belong 

to which group.

View pre-registered routes. 

Have the possibillity of 

seeing the transportation 

of the vehicles according to 

the registered route on real 

time.  

Avoid getting lost and 

navigate to the destination 

by seeing the detailed 

registered rout.

ｉＰad

Ipad version has the same enhanced features as 

ｔhe smartphone application

View the progress according to the schedule and 

time. Confirmation can be sent when the vehicle 

has arrived to its destination.

Access to the system from any type of browser possibility to see when any vechicle from a specific 

group has left its route

Internet Browser

Location Information Management System


